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A playful book of puns from the Instagram megastar rabbit, @wally_and_molly.Described as a cross

between a poodle and a pom-pom, Wally is an English angora rabbit with giant, wing-like ears, fluffy

bellbottom paws, and a twinkling smile. His owner Molly brought him home on New Yearâ€™s Day

in 2015. Since then, he has become a veritable Internet sensation thanks not only to his adorable

stature, but also to his humorous voice.  Â  In WALLY, you'll learn about his thoughts, feelings, and

hobbies, offering witty puns on a number of topics from riding a "chew chew train" to singing

"carrot-oke" and showing off his â€œfurrow-ciousâ€• dance moves. Photography that highlights his

sweet personality is paired with a simple yet fun design to make this book irresistible for kids and

adults alike.
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"WALLY is one funny book! The fantastic photographs and clever puns will leave every bunny

feeling hoppy!"Â â€”Harlow, Indiana Thunderbolt, and Reese Lightning, New York Times-bestselling

authors"The perfect book for lovers of buns and puns. Go for it!"Â â€”Lil BUB

Wally and his owner, Molly Prottas, have over 315k Instagram followers. They have received

attention from People.com, The Huffington Post, Country Living, Gawker, E! Online, Mashable,

Hello Giggles, and more. Molly received her masterâ€™s in social work from Simmons School of

Social Work. They live near Boston.



This book is the best! kids will love the funny puns and Wallys cute pictures.The photography is

really great. Kids love books like this.Great job !!!!!!!!

This book made me laugh out loud! I recommend this book to people of all ages!

Enjoy following Wally & Molly (and Suki) on FB and Instgram. Since Wally recently passed, I now

have a keepsake.

I love this bunny! Wally and Molly are Instagram favorites -- such joy - can't thank them enough.

Absolutely adorable! Bought these for my daughters Easter basket. Can't wait to show her.

This book is so well written. I have followed Wally and Molly (and now Suki) on Instagram for awhile,

so of course I had to order this book about my (and the world's) favorite bunny! Unfortunately, I am

reviewing now, when our sweet, sweet Wally has passed, but this book is an incredible memento to

memorialize our dear Wally. He was truly the best, and this book is like reading all the thoughts you

just know he was thinking. I highly recommend it!

Fantastic book a must have for any bunny lover. But also any mommy or teacher to read to kids.

Great humor and photography. Wally passed over the rainbow bridge right around the time this

book was made available so for our family its like seeing him again like we used to on Instagram

daily. It will be a favorite

Ordered two of these books as gifts as I am a follower of Wally and Molly on InstaGram. I loved the

stories "Wally" told (as written by Molly) but was a bit disappointed that the book did not capture any

of her great story telling. Wally in his natural setting would have also been better than the drawings

with Wally's picture put in. That said, book is appropriate for children under 4 years of age in my

opinion.
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